WRITING IN JULY 1790, Horace Walpole famously recounted his impressions of Lee Priory in Kent (Fig. 20), newly rebuilt for Thomas Barrett (1744–1803) by James Wyatt (1746–1813): ‘I found Mr Barrett’s house complete, and the most perfect thing ever formed! Such taste, every inch is so well furnished [. . .] I think if Strawberry [Hill] were not its parent, I would be jealous’.

He regularly praised Lee in his letters and in print, elsewhere calling it his ‘Gothic child’. Walpole unapologetically positioned Lee as the offspring of Strawberry Hill (and thus of himself), a child of his famous Gothic villa in Twickenham. Flippant though Walpole’s perspective might seem, it reminds us that our understanding of the Gothic Revival via a positivist teleology of style, framed by Charles Locke Eastlake and others in the nineteenth century, had little meaning for Georgian audiences. From Walpole’s perspective, and to a large extent from Barrett’s, Lee Priory was understood to represent a second generation of Gothic houses following an original ‘family’ of Gothic buildings built by Walpole’s friends and designers between c.1740 and c.1775, including parts of The Vyne in Hampshire, Dickie Bateman’s villa at Old Windsor and Donnington Grove in Berkshire.

Structuring this ‘familial’ relationship with the ‘children’ of Strawberry Hill, Walpole hung images or ‘portraits’ of these Gothic houses in his home, including a ‘View of Lee, the seat of T. Barrett, esq; in Kent, by Pether; in an ebony frame’. Pether’s picture hung in the Breakfast Room at Strawberry Hill. Of Donnington Grove, designed by John Chute for James Pettit Andrews, Walpole had four elevations hung in the Beauclerc Closet (ibid., p.79), and a print thereof in his bedchamber, in addition to a painting by J.H. Müntz of Chute’s house, The Vyne, which he partially Gothicised (ibid., p.41). Pether’s painting, consequently, may be seen as a postscript to this familial tradition of connection and display.

The authors are grateful to Stephen Clarke, Whitney Davis, Nick Humphrey, Leela Meinertas, Bernard Nunez, Fiona Robertson, Michael Snodin and Randolph Trumbach.

2 27th August 1789: ‘I had promised to Mr Barrett to make a visit to my Gothic child his house’; ibid., II, p.59.
3 The most sustained analysis is M. Snodin, ed.: Horace Walpole’s Strawberry Hill, London 2009.
5 H. Walpole: Description of the Villa of Mr Horace Walpole, London 1784, p.93. Pether’s picture hung in the Breakfast Room at Strawberry Hill. Of Donnington Grove, designed by John Chute for James Pettit Andrews, Walpole had four elevations hung in the Beauclerc Closet (ibid., p.79), and a print thereof in his bedchamber, in addition to a painting by J.H. Müntz of Chute’s house, The Vyne, which he partially Gothicised (ibid., p.41). Pether’s painting, consequently, may be seen as a postscript to this familial tradition of connection and display.
That Walpole’s positioning of Lee as a product of his own social and aesthetic endeavour has not resulted in a more prominent role for Lee in the history of architecture and the decorative arts is due to its demolition from 1st September 1953, and, before that, to its substantial remodelling and expansion by Sir George Gilbert Scott in the 1860s, after which the house was considered to be ‘by Scott’. Despite Scott’s interventions, which saw the white stucco exterior encased in red brick, many of the interiors remained, offering a rare and largely original example of a significant Gothic country house of the later eighteenth century. It has been assumed that the ‘Strawberry Room’, now on permanent display at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, and three associated pieces of furniture are the only remaining evidence of Lee’s eighteenth-century interiors. Another room, however, the Library’s antechamber, referred to by John Carter as the Saloon (Fig.21), was also saved in 1953. Offering a reassessment of Lee Priory, this article brings to light a cache of new evidence for the house, including previously unpublished views of its interiors, and it explores the roles of James Wyatt and the antiquarian and draughtsman John Carter in its design and decoration.

In what remains the fullest monographic treatment of Lee Priory, Thomas Barrett was called ‘one of the less notable members of Walpole’s circle’, a view that now requires some nuancing if not outright revision. Barrett travelled to France and Italy on a Grand Tour (probably from June 1771 to before 2nd April 1773 when he was elected MP for Dover), where he appears to have met and travelled with George Chamberlayne, Lord Lincoln, the Revd Norton Nicholls and the Scottish architect Lord Findlater, who had been exiled for homosexual offences. Barrett had been in control of Lee Priory and his father’s famous art collection since the death of Thomas Barrett Sr in 1757, when he was thirteen years of age, but appears not to have advanced any building works until the late 1770s. Although Walpole had competed against the elder Barrett at auction and later acquired some of his collection for Strawberry Hill, Walpole’s acquaintance with Thomas Barrett Jr is less clear. In all likelihood, the correspondence noted by Anthony Dale requesting a letter of introduction to Horace Walpole in 1777 refers to the young Thomas Barrett. He and Walpole were certainly well acquainted when Walpole made his first visit to Lee in 1780. Almost thirty years junior to Walpole (1717–97), Barrett (b.1744) had ‘a most sincere friendship’ with him, which it seems focused to a great extent on a shared taste for the Gothic. Walpole functioned as a mentor to the younger Barrett, frequently reviewing his Gothic designs and commenting upon them, and very likely introducing him to the artists who worked on his home. These notably included James Wyatt and John Carter, both of whom were well-known exponents of Gothic architecture and antiquarian research, and had been involved at Strawberry Hill. Extracts from Carter’s recently republished Occurrences (1817) articulate one of the overlapping coteries that gave birth to the Gothic Revival, by providing a pencil sketch portrait of Barrett as a gentleman scholar and patron (Fig.29), in a group of portraits of Horace Walpole, Richard Gough (Director of the Society of Antiquaries of London), Richard Bull (who commissioned Carter to draw the Strawberry Hill interiors), Thomas Kirkgate (Horace Walpole’s printer at the Strawberry Hill Press) and others within Walpole’s circle. Barrett died unmarried in 1803 with Cobler [dog]. The painter, not so much satisfied with his beauty as he himself is, has taken a great deal of pains to flatter him, but in this I think he has not succeeded. Lord Findlater’s John told him to hang it up in the bog house, for then, says he, whoever comes there if he is disappointed of his show—will be sure at least to spare’. The less racy correspondence was summarised in E.M. Symonds.: ‘An Eighteenth Century Convent’, The Month (1901), February, p.139; March, p.247. On Findlater, see A.A. Tait: ‘Lord Findlater, Architect’, THE BURLINGTON MAGAZINE 128 (1986), pp.737–41.  
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Although Barrett’s contributions to Lee are now largely lost, the house can be studied in a substantial dossier of photographs and antiquarian drawings and descriptions, much of which is presented here for the first time. The form of the house that Thomas acquired is unclear, but, like most of the buildings erected by members of Walpole’s circle, Barrett’s work was a comprehensive renovation of an existing structure (apparently seventeenth-century in date) rather than a new build. The first evidence of activity at Lee comes from August 1780, when, after a visit, Walpole commented on recent work to its grounds. It is described as ‘a small house that is decent [. . .] He has some few good pictures, prints, and books, and indulges himself without extravagance’. Walpole’s next significant commentary is from August 1785, in which he claims to have seen James Wyatt’s plans (multiple times) and ‘approve[d] them exceedingly’. This date has often been taken to indicate that works at Lee were just about to begin, although the evidence indicates that the building of the house was largely complete by this stage, thus pointing to the likelihood that Walpole’s initial 1780 visit may well have been the catalyst. By September 1781 Barrett had engaged the services of James Wyatt, one of the leading London architects of the day, to renovate the house, as noted in a letter from George Chamberlayne; and in the same year he began corresponding with John Carter over paintings for his home. Unspecified works appear to have been in the planning, if not underway, by 1782, and a later source suggests that a foundation stone had been laid in July 1783. A previously unpublished drawing now presented here for the first time. The form of the house that Barrett chose the former, even if some of the interiors had evidently prepared both Gothic and Neo-classical designs, but Barrett chose the former, even if some of the interiors had classical detailing. The evidence, however, leaves no doubt that Barrett aimed to create a series of calculated allusions to both Neo-classical and Gothic designs for Lee; see S.E. Bridges: List of Pictures at the Seat of Thomas Bridges Barrett, Esq. at Lee Priory (1817), pp.6–7. For Wyatt’s fashionable status in late Georgian Britain and his work in the Gothic mode, see Robinson, op. cit. (note 11), pp.218–22. Simonds, op. cit. (note 10), p.146, citing a letter of 23rd March 1782 from a document cited in note 10 above. Bridges, op. cit. (note 19), p.7. London, British Library, Add MS 33266, fol.40 (lower drawing). Barrett’s mother lived at Lee until her death in 1795. It is possible that building works progressed after her passing; Bridges, op. cit. (note 19), p.6. Walpole, op. cit. (note 11), XXXII, p.342. Bridges, op. cit. (note 19), pp.6–7. Some of Wyatt’s presentation drawings are probably those in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, 92.D.59. Another presentation drawing may be Wyatt’s classicising ceiling for ‘Mr Barrett’s Dining Room’.


Strawberry Hill at Lee. By the 1780s, Strawberry Hill had already established itself as an archetype of the home of a man with literary and antiquarian pretensions, and its influence can be charted in a number of buildings. Barrett’s designs for Lee leave no doubt that he positioned it within this genealogy, since Barrett was a collector, antiquarian, author and, like Walpole at Strawberry Hill, ran a significant private printing press at his home. Sir George Gilbert Scott’s preparatory ground plan of the house, made c.1858, allows us to reconstruct and assess the house’s piano nobile before its Victorian restoration (Fig.24). Lee’s central staircase, accessing two levels of the house, is most probably derived from Strawberry Hill’s own staircase, and related buildings such as Donnington Grove, Berkshire, as well as the central Gothic staircase at Sheffield Place (now Park), East Sussex, by Wyatt (c.1776–77). Other aspects of the house may too find their origins within Walpole’s circle. As is well known, Wyatt’s designs for the spire that topped the Library at Lee (Fig.20) were based upon drawings of the monastery at Batalha, Portugal, a model that Wyatt later transformed for the crossing tower of his greatest Gothic building, William Beckford’s Fonthill Abbey, Wiltshire (completed 1790). What is perhaps less known is that these drawings of Batalha also originated (or at least circulated) within Walpole’s milieu. Batalha was an important source for eighteenth-century English Gothic designs via the account by Thomas Pitt (1760) that was circulated within antiquarian circles and eventually copied. Upon his return, Pitt became an adjunct to Walpole’s ‘Strawberry Committee’, and in September 1763 Walpole praised him highly as ‘one of the few that I reckon quite worthy of being at home at Strawberry’. It is tempting to suggest that the forms of Batalha were debated within Walpole’s circle and that they may have given a copy of the drawings to Wyatt. Wyatt certainly knew of Batalha by 1783 when he was working on the house of A.B. Coneygham, who had visited the monastery in Portugal. But the most straightforward allusion to Strawberry Hill was Barrett’s ‘Strawberry Room’, or ‘Walpole Closet’, a small space of 221 by 572 cm. at the eastern extremity of Lee’s south façade (Fig.24). Concluding the southern façade’s enfilade, this modest room presumably functioned as a private apartment or study. It was one of at least two ‘Strawberry Rooms’ built by members of Walpole’s circle, including that at The Vyne for John Chute, which was a small, wood-panelled room on the ground floor in which Chute hung images of architecture as the cultural productions of Walpole’s circle. Unlike this use of imagery as a product of shared endeavour at The Vyne, Barrett’s apartment approaches the problem through stylistic appropriation. Barrett and Wyatt did not attempt to recreate one of Walpole’s rooms at Lee; rather, Barrett pays homage to Walpole and his later, mature mode of Strawberry Hill Gothic, exemplified by his villa’s Gallery, or State Apartment. Underlining this connection, there was only one painting in the Strawberry Room: the reproduction of John Giles Ecardt’s 1754 portrait of Horace Walpole that Barrett commissioned in 1787 (it appears over the fireplace in Fig.25). The imagery of the room unmistakably locates Walpole’s presence within the space, juxtaposing Walpole with the style that he popularised and embodied. These Walpolean forms and allusions affirm the relationship between pupil and mentor, or ‘father’ and ‘son’, and their respective architectural projections. They articulate not only Walpole’s involvement at Lee, but also the alignment of Barrett’s own home within a broader homosocial and/or homoerotic genealogy originating in Walpole’s first-generation Gothic Revival architecture.

But while almost all the sources relevant to Strawberry Hill survive, Lee’s ‘Strawberry Room’ is a largely undocumented space. Previously unpublished drawings of Lee’s interior by John Carter, however, shed new light on its forms and functions. Included in Carter’s 1791 portfolio, his drawing of the ‘Walpole Closet’ shows, among other details, the form of the original oriel window (replaced in Scott’s renovations), which comprised four Decorated lancet windows possibly derived from the bar tracery in Westminster Abbey’s radiating chapels (Fig.25). This drawing also establishes the type and arrangement of furniture in the ‘Strawberry Room’ during Barrett’s lifetime. Before the discovery of Carter’s drawings, the house’s 1834 sale catalogue was the most comprehensive record of Lee’s interior fittings. Carter’s drawing confirms the presence and location of stools made with turned legs and stretchers that are of the type Walpole

24. Plan of the piano nobile, Lee Priory, Kent, based on drawing by Sir George Scott, c.1785. (RIBA Library, SKB387/1; © Peter N. Lindfield).
collected in vast numbers for Strawberry Hill, and which correspond with the description of the room made by Edward Wedlake Brayley and John Britton in 1808: ‘the chairs are ancient, of black ebony, curiously carved’.35 The revealing difference between Carter’s drawing and the 1808 description is that the chairs are actually stools, which are a particularly unusual variation upon the vocabulary of furniture in antiquarian interiors.36 The stools are, nevertheless, part of an established category of antiquarian furniture referred to by Walpole as ‘the true black blood’ that he and his friends thought entirely appropriate for mediævalising interiors, arising, in part, from their assumed connection with Cardinal Wolsey at Esher Place, Surrey, the Gothic Revival house created by William Kent for Henry Pelham.37

But Walpole reserved his highest praise for what was manifestly the set piece of the house as a whole, Barrett’s Gothic library. Writing to Mary Berry in October 1794, Walpole counters her criticism of the Library by noting that:

to me it is the most perfect thing I ever saw, and has the air it was intended to have, that of an abbot’s library, supposing it could have been so exquisitely finished three hundred years ago: but I am sorry he will not coerce Mr Wyatt[!] to place the Mabuse [Jan Gossaert, called Mabuse] over the chimney, which is the sole defect, as not distinguished enough for the principal feature of the room. My closet [the Strawberry Room] is as perfect in its way as the library, and it would be difficult to suspect that it had not been a remnant of the ancient convent only newly painted and gilt.”38

The room represents Wyatt’s transformation of the original structure, a ‘small house [. . .] without extravagance’, into the place of a wealthy abbot who ‘avoided ostentation, but did not chose austere gloomth’.39

The library was an important architectural feature of the eighteenth-century Gothic Revival. It elided the forms of Gothic architecture with current antiquarian endeavour and traditions of scholarship originating in the monastery.40 But unlike the oblong libraries with bookcases located along its lateral walls, as at Roger Newdigate’s Arbury Hall, Warwickshire, and Walpole’s Strawberry Hill, Barrett’s library was a centrally planned octagonal structure with a dome and glazed louvre that distantly descended from a range of possible medieval prototypes, from monastic kitchens to chapterhouses (Fig.27). In Walpole’s circle, the closest models must be Strawberry

37 Walpole, op. cit. (note 1), X. p.77.
38 Ibid., XII, pp.156–57.
39 Ibid., XI, p.265, and XII, p.137.
44 The Lee library bookcases, as at Strawberry Hill, must have been assembled in the room as they are larger than the doorways into the octagonal library. They were extracted by opening up the door heads in August 1955. Details are recorded in...
Hill’s Tribune that had ‘all the air of a Catholic chapel – bar consecration’ and Dickie Bateman’s dining room at Old Windsor.41 Brayley’s 1808 account of the interior records that the dome emitted light that was ‘mellowed by passing through a medium of stained and semi-transparent glass’, thus indicating that, like other experiments in Walpole’s circle, the properties of coloured glass were exploited to endow the interior with a ‘sacred gloom’.42

Wyatt’s library exploited the spatial possibilities of an octagonal structure by locating Gothic bookcases within niches on the diagonal walls, creating a continuous, uninterrupted spatial volume. Its specially designed Gothic bookcases – of which three now survive in the Victoria and Albert Museum (Fig.26) – are subsumed within alternating niches around the room, suggesting a place of display as much as a place of contemplation. This is evident in another previously unpublished drawing by Carter of the library (Fig.27). The chairs are also of the turned ebony ‘true black blood’ form, pushed back against the walls as was typical in Georgian interiors. They are of the same type collected by Walpole that he used to furnish the Holbein Chamber and Great North Bedchamber at Strawberry Hill, and upon which Carter is depicted sitting in a Gothic library in his self-portrait (c.1817; Fig.28).43 Like Walpole at Strawberry Hill and Bateman at Old Windsor, Barrett faced the hurdle of acquiring genuinely medieval furniture to complete Lee’s interior. So the approach Walpole adopted at Strawberry Hill – to mix the supposedly ancient pieces (including ‘the true black blood’) with that made in imitation of the ancient – can be seen at Lee as well. The library bookcases are certainly Georgian, but of a less ambitious design compared with those Chute developed for Strawberry Hill based upon the doorway in the screen at Old St Paul’s Cathedral, London.44 Nevertheless, they adopt the extremely wrought and decorated aesthetic seen in Lee’s exterior and interior architectural detailing; in particular the blind tracery and sharply moulded pendant crestings are akin to the Strawberry Room’s Gothic decoration.

The design and furnishings of Barrett’s library freely blended the scholarly and religious connotations of the Gothic. The north-west library niche held a quasi-sacral installation containing an altar ensemble. Extant letters record that between 1789 and 1791 Carter created a series of painted panels for the altar space, while he was also acquiring art for Barrett as it became available in London.45 In 1789 he delivered four panels of St George, a London, Victoria and Albert Museum, MA/5/E785, M/MB/HARO/1987/LW.

41 The documentation for the paintings is now at Leech, Bertherton Collection, Misc. Letters 2, Carter 2–8. For Carter’s acquisition of images for Barrett, see New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, MA 3078. On 10th December 1791 Carter wrote to Barrett informing him that he had found a late medieval French painting ‘which is much in the style of those antient paintings which you have placed about your Library’. This letter includes a sketch of the original painting, apparently from the collection of Lord Scarbrough. Carter then turned to Walpole for advice on the purchase, writing to Barrett three days later, he said: ‘I received theavour of your answer to my letter about the painting of the Virgin and Child, but before I made a final agreement with the owner of the picture I thought it proper to wait on Mr Walpole for his opinion of it, which if favourable, would give you Sir, the greater satisfaction in the purchase of it, as you could not have the opportunity to see it yourself. Mr Walpole was pleased to like the picture itself, but when he came to hear of the price, 25 guineas, he was surprised beyond every thing and said he thought 5 guineas would be a great price for it, indeed. From this, sir, I carried back the picture to the owner, not on any account willing to go on my opinion over Mr Walpole’s. I am very sorry, Sir, that I have given you all this trouble, but I trust your kindness will excuse it. You may Sir when you come to town have an opportunity to see if agreeable if it should remain unsold’; Leech, Bertherton Collection, Misc. Letters 2, Carter 2–8 (13th December 1791).
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King, a queen and St Catherine, the disposition of which was based upon the great window at St Margaret’s, Westminster. Carter’s correspondence with Barrett reflects a careful, scholarly study of the sources of the imagery.46 It is not surprising that for Barrett, Carter and related antiquarians, Strawberry Hill was becoming to be understood as an influential repository of medieval forms. For instance, Carter based many details in his St George on the same figure in the picture of Henry V on the staircase of Strawberry Hill.47 The ensemble of images was completed in 1790 with additional panels of a monk and a nun – also based on earlier works of art – beneath St George and St Catherine, respectively.48 Barrett’s altar was undoubtedly one of the signature Gothic installations at Lee; Carter specifically mentions this in his commentary on Barrett:

and as I some few years painted for an altar screen[n] To his Library in a rich assemblage of antient characters, and ever continued until his death six or seven years past to be employed by him to do for him a series of drawings I may well call him one of my most desirable friends.49

In all likelihood, it is to a part of Carter’s altar that Barrett points in the portrait sketch located directly beneath this text (Fig. 29).50 Although these images are now lost, they were still in situ in 1953 when the house was demolished.51

Barrett’s Lee Priory is an important, if until now, relatively neglected house of the Gothic Revival, and a significant building in the Gothic portfolio of James Wyatt. Newly discovered manuscript sources provide a wealth of information that clarifies its complex history. These sources go some way towards substantiating Walpole’s characterisation of Lee Priory as ‘a child of Strawberry [Hill], prettier than the parent’, and clarifying the formerly hazy relationship between Walpole and Barrett. Understood here as the product of a series of social relationships within Walpole’s homoerotic circle, the significance of Lee as a ‘child of Strawberry’ emerges with clarity. Assigning it its place in history, Walpole considered Lee Priory as a yardstick of sorts against which he judged his own architectural achievement and influence. However, the architecture of Lee Priory also points towards the increasingly archaeological replication of medieval architecture characteristic of the years around 1800, seen notably in Strawberry Hill’s Beauclerc Tower of 1776 by James Essex, as well as Wyatt’s Fonthill Abbey and Eaton Hall, Cheshire, designed by Wyatt’s chief Gothicist William Porden (c.1755–1822).52 Further emphasising the continuity between the two homes, Walpole would indulge in some self-effacing denigrations of Strawberry Hill and its archaeological inexactitude in a 1788 letter to Barrett, thus flattering his friend and apprentice for his superior handling of the style: ‘My house therefore is but a sketch by beginners; yours is finished by a great master’.53 Lee Priory’s apparent archaeological accuracy thus relegates Strawberry Hill to the seminal position of the ‘dawnings of an art’.54 Passages of this sort were both literal and rhetorical: they served to underscore that the child has outdone his father, thereby flattering the extraordinary example set by the former for the latter.

46 Leeds, Bretherton Collection, Misc. Letters 2, Carter: 21st August 1790: ‘The dress of the King is taken from the Painting of Richard II now in the Jerusalem chamber of West. abbey. The arms in the shields supported by angels, are his own arms on one side, and on the other of St Edward the Confessor. The statues, architecture, etc are taken from different monuments’.

47 Ibid.: 20th April 1790: ‘The armour, flag, surcoat, flag or pimmon on the tiling lance, part of which lies broken at his feet, from the figure of St George in the Picture of Henry V on the staircase of Strawberry Hill’.

48 Ibid.: 7th August 1790: ‘The Painting of the Monk / The figure, attitude, Dress, with the chalice and wafer, from a Brass on the pavement at the West end of Hertford Cathedral […] The Painting of the Nun / The figure, attitude, dress, from a Brass on the Pavement in Elsto church, near Bedford, of the Benedictine order …’.


50 Nurse and Mordaunt Crook, op. cit. (note 14), p.23.

51 Swindon, English Heritage SC 00582, 1958 survey (unpaginated): ‘In the recess at the NW end is a kind of altar table, over which are paintings of Eight small whole length figures of St George, Richard the Second, Anne his Queen, a monk, a nun, etc. Then, in niches above are several beautiful figures of Angels, playing upon musical instrument[s].’ It is hoped that these panels might eventually come to light.


54 Ibid., p.221.